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Objective : Postoperative brain swelling after resection of olfactory groove meningiomas by bifrontal interhemispheric
transbasal approach is a knotty subject. Pathogenesis and predictive factors were investigated to prevent the problem.
Methods : Eighteen patients of olfactory groove meningiomas who had undergone surgery were enrolled and retrospectively
analyzed using their clinical and radiological data. Bifrontal interhemispheric transbasal approach was used in all patients.
Magnetic resonance imaging and transfemoral cerebral angiography were available for investigation in 18 and 14 patients
respectively. Postoperative clinical course, tumor volume, peritumoral edema, tumor supplying vessels, and venous drainage
patterns were carefully investigated in relation to postoperative brain swelling.
Results : Seven patients (39%) developed clinically overt brain swelling after surgery. Among them, 4 patients had to undergo
decompression surgery. In three patients, attempted bone flap removal was done by way of prevention of increased intracranial
pressure resulted from intractable brain swelling and two of them eventually developed brain swelling which could be recovered
without sequellae. Abnormal frontal base venous channel observed in preoperative angiography was significant predictive factor
for postoperative brain swelling (p=0.031). However, tumor volume, peritumoral edema, and existence of pial tumor supplying
vessels from anterior cerebral arteries were failed to show statistical significances.
Conclusion : To prevent postoperative brain swelling in olfactory groove meningioma surgery, unilateral approach to preserve
frontal base venous channels or temporary bone flap removal is recommended when it is indicated.
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Introduction

O

lfactory groove meningiomas account for 8% to 18%
of all intracranial meningiomas5,7,9,11,14). Olfactory groove
meningiomas originate from the dura over the cribriform plate
of the ethmoid bone and are usually diagnosed when the tumor is large in size extending to anterior fossa laterally and
the sphenoid bone posteriorly. Because of their slow growth,
frequent manifestations may include psychological symptoms,
nonspecific headache, or anosmia rather than focal neurological
deficits in spite of severe brain compression at presentation.
Olfactory groove meningiomas have been reported to be
successfully removed with relative low operative mortality in
most circumstances4,7,17). However, it is also advocated that
olfactory groove meningiomas showed high incidence of peritumoral edema15). In our experience, not a few numbers of

cases of olfactory groove meningioma showed severe postoperative brain swelling either radiologically or clinically, which
sometimes resulted in significant mortality or morbidity. In
this article, we report the surgical experiences of 18 patients
of olfactory groove meningioma placing emphasis on postoperative brain swelling. The incidence, prognostic factors and
possible mechanisms of postoperative brain swelling is discussed.

Materials and Methods
Clinical evaluation

From 1998 to 2004, a total of 18 patients were diagnosed as
olfactory groove meningiomas after surgery and their clinical
and radiological data were retrospectively reviewed in this study.
The mean age of patients was 48.6 years (range; 37~75). The
male-to-female ratio was 5:13.
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The chief complaints that led to evaluation were psychological or personality problem in 5 patients, visual disturbance
in 5, seizure in 4, headache only in 3, and anosmia in 1. All
patients showed anosmia in neurological examination which
was bilateral in 15 patients and unilateral in 3. Preoperative
Karnofsky performance scale(KPS) was 100 in 3 patients, 90
in 9, 80 in 2, 70 in 1, and 60 in 3.
Radiological evaluation

All patients underwent preoperative magnetic resonance(MR)
imaging. The volume of edema surrounding meningioma and
tumor (Vtumor+edema) was estimated by measuring the volume of
the high signal intensity area around the tumor mass in T2weighted images. Tumor volume (Vtumor) was also measured
in gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted images. The volumes
were determined by using volumetric program (Osiris version
3.1, Digital Imaging Unit, University Hospital of Geneva). The
percentage of error associated with the repeated measurements
of the volume of the same MRI was within ±2%. The edema
index(EI) was defined as follows;
Vtumor+edema
EI =
Vtumor
Edema index correlates with the severity of peritumoral edema and EI=1 indicates no peritumoral edema. Relationship
between preoperative EI and postoperative brain swelling was
investigated.
Fourteen patients were available for the analysis of preoperative transfemoral cerebral angiography(TFCA). In all cases,
preoperative embolization had not been indicated because selection of tumor supplying vessels for embolization was difficult.
Evidence of pial tumor supplying vessels from anterior cerebral
arteries and venous drainage patterns were investigated to find
out the predictive factors for the postoperative brain swelling.
Surgery

In all patients, intravenous steroids had been administrated
at least 24 hours before operation and continued postoperatively until there is radiological evidence of improvement of
peritumoral edema. Bifrontal interhemispheric transbasal approach was used in all patients. Bicoronal skin incision was
made behind the hairline and pericranial tissue was incised.
The skin flap and the pericranial tissue were then turned down
together. Bifrontal craniotomy was performed just above the
supraorbital ridge. Superior sagittal sinus and falx were ligated
and a few frontal polar draining vein was coagulated at the
frontal base to approach to the tumor in all cases. In 3 patients,
attempted bone flap removal was done by way of prevention
of increased intracranial pressure resulted from intractable brain
swelling. The decision for bone flap removal was rendered during the operation based on the condition of brain after tumor

resection. Postoperative sedation using propofol or pentothal
was performed in 13 patients for a couple of days. Among them
intracranial pressure was continuously measured with electronic
monitoring device in 6 patients.
Statistics

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software (version 10.5; SPSS, Chicago, IL). For analyzing predictive factors,
the chi-square test and the Mann-Whitney test were used for
parametric comparisons. Statistical significance was accepted
at p＜0.05.

Results
Surgical outcome

Gross total removal of tumor was achieved in 17 of 18 patients
(94%). The origin of the tumor was intensively coagulated instead of the complete resection of involved dura. In one patient,
a small amount of residual mass attached to anterior cerebral
artery was left due to risk of vascular injury. Histological diagnosis of meningiomas included meningothelial type in 15
patients, transitional type in 2 and atypical type in one. Postoperative performance status interpreted in KPS demonstrated
worsening in 6 patients (33%) including 2 surgical mortality
cases, while 12 patients (67%) showed improved or stationary
compared with preoperative value. No tumor recurrence was
observed during the mean follow-up period of 21 months
(range 4~48).
Seven patients (39%) eventually developed clinically overt
brain swelling after surgery. Among them, 4 patients had to
be underwent decompression surgery and the result was 3 (1
major and 2 minor) surgical morbidity and one mortality.
Other 3 patients including 2 patients, whose bone flap had
already been removed prophylactically, were successfully recovered after conservative management.
Complications other than symptomatic brain swelling included combined pneumothorax and postoperative fungal
infection of central nervous system in one patient who eventually died. There was one patient with postoperative epidural
hemorrhage associated worsening of performance status after
surgery. Otherwise, no cerebrospinal fluid leakage or development of cranial neuropathy after surgery was observed.
Radiological Investigations

The result of radiological investigation is summarized in
Table 1. The mean tumor volume was 58.9cc (range; 12.9
to 171.7). There was no tumor without peritumoral edema
and the mean EI was 4.4 (range 1.4 to 9.8). No significant
differences were observed in tumor volume (mean 58.4cc vs
60.5cc, p=0.618) and EI (mean 3.7 vs 4.8, p=0.751) between
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Table 1. Summary of radiological characteristics
Patient
Tumor
Frontal base Pial blood Postoperative
Sex age
Edema index
Management
number
volume (cc)
venous channel supply
brain swelling
1

F

39

71.7

1.5

yes

yes

yes

CM, PS

2

F

40

14.9

8.9

yes

no

yes

DS, PS

3

F

65

61.0

4.1

yes

yes

yes

DS, PS

Discussion
Abnormal frontal base venous
channel and surgical approach

Surgical approach for olfactory
groove meningiomas have evolved
4
F
38
59.0
3.3
no
yes
yes
DS, PS
considerably since last two decades.
5
F
37
125.2
1.5
NA
NA
yes
DS, PS
For many years, frontal pole resec6
M 44
47.6
4.3
yes
yes
yes
PBFR, PS
tion was considered necessary to
7
M 75
29.3
2.7
yes
no
yes
PBFR, PS
expose these tumors. This strategy
8
F
37
23.3
7.1
NA
NA
no
has become obsolete following the
9
M 38
12.9
9.8
NA
NA
no
introduction of modern microsur10
F
41
17.9
9.0
NA
NA
no
gical techniques, which can access
11
F
45
156.6
1.4
yes
yes
no
PS
to the tumor without damaging no12
F
46
24.0
3.2
no
no
no
rmal brain even for large olfactory
13
F
52
19.4
7.8
no
no
no
groove meningiomas8). When con14
M 55
171.7
1.5
no
yes
no
PS
sidering approach for olfactory gr15
F
68
87.4
2.5
no
yes
no
PBFR, PS
oove meningiomas, the following
16
M 32
42.5
3.8
no
no
no
PS
maneuvers should be considered :
17
F
62
47.4
3.2
yes
yes
no
PS
early interruption of the blood su18
F
61
63.0
3.8
no
yes
no
PS
Abbreviations : F; female, M; male, CM; conservative management, PS; postoperative sedation, DS; decompression
pply to the tumor; nontraumatic
surgery, PBFR; prophylactic bone flap removal, NA; not available
separation of the frontal lobes from
the tumor; dissection of the anterior cerebral arteries, optic nerves,
and chiasm; and excellent visualization of the anterior cranial fossa
floor to permit tumor resection and
repair of defects1). The bifrontal interhemispheric transbasal approach
is the route preferred by most neuA
B
rosurgeons8). The main advantage
Fig. 1. Preoperative angiography. A : Abnormal frontal base venous channels (arrows) in lateral (left) of this approach is that it provides
and Towne's view (right). B : Pial tumor supplying vessels (arrows) in lateral view.
early access to the dural attachment
of the tumor, thus allowing devas7 patients with postoperative brain swelling and 11 patients cularization and reduction of the tumor mass before the bounwithout swelling. Six of 7 patients with postoperative brain daries are dissected. However, postoperative brain swelling is
swelling and 8 of 11 patients without swelling could be eva- the most serious problem associated with this approach. It has
luated with TFCA. In all cases, main tumor supplying vessels been generally considered as a complication due to brain retracwere the branches of the ethmoidal, meningeal, and ophthal- tion during surgery16). Another possible cause of intractable
mic arteries. In addition, tumors were also supplied by branches postoperative brain swelling is that venous injuries during the
of anterior cerebral arteries such as frontopolar artery if the surgery. This is well known phenomenon in the subtemporal
tumor was large. Abnormal frontal base venous channel was approach that one should preserve the vein of Labbe to avoid
observed in 7 patients and pial tumor supplying vessels in 9 brain swelling. Venous infarction will probably develop on the
patients (Fig. 1). Five patients with abnormal frontal base basis of venous stasis or venous hypertension related to obsvenous channel in angiography were related to postoperative truction of the venous outflow tract.
The bridging veins of the frontal region can be sacrificed with
brain swelling and their relationship had significant predictive
value (p=0.031) with odds ratio 15. However, pial tumor sup- little trouble in cases of pituitary adenoma or craniopharynplying vessels, only 4 of 9 patients being related to postopera- gioma operated on via the interhemispheric approach13). Altive brain swelling, was insignificant predictive value (p=0.872, though the sacrifice of frontal venous vessels is safe and free
from any sequelae, there are reported clinical experience of
odds ratio 1.2).
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venous infarction after a bifrontal Table 2. Results of treatment of olfactory groove meningiomas : Reports in the Literature
Surgical approach
Mortality rate
Cause of motality
interhemispheric approach for va- Authors (years) No. of case
Rha
HK.
(1999)
10
9
case
:
subfrontal
approach
20%
Postoperative
brain sweeling,
rious indications such as cranio1 case : pterional approach
major artery injury
pharyngioma, anterior communiHentchel SJ. (2003)
13
Bifrontal subfrontal approach
0%
cating aneurysms1,10,16). Tsutsumi
Paterniti
S.
(1999)
20
Pterional
approach
10%
Extraneurological
complications
et al.16) reported that in the circuAuque J. (1996)
39
Bifrontal interhemispheric
12.8% Frontal venous infarct
mstance of increased intracranial
approach
pressure, edematous brain, and ve14
Pterional approach
0%
nous thromboses caused by the co- Solero C. (1983)
98
17.3% Clipping of major artery (5 cases)
mpression of subarachnoid clots,
Postoperative brain swelling (3 cases)
postoperative venous infarction
Postoperative hematoma (1 case)
Postoperative meningitis (2 cases)
could result from the sacrifice of
Medical problem (6 cases)
frontal bridging vein. He suggested
that it is important to preserve the
venous system and in some instances, one should select an- exposure of the portions of the tumor extending into the olother surgical approach based on the pattern of venous drainage factory rim and to the contralateral side may be handicapped
in the frontal lobe. Auque, et al.1) published interesting results and makes exaggerated retraction of the frontal lobes (II) the
about surgical treatment of olfactory groove meningioma in removal of tumor which has invaded the ethmoid sinus, and
a series of 53 cases (Table 2). They treated 39 patients with inter- the closure of dural defects of the cribriform plate and ethmoid
hemispherical bifrontal approach as initial procedure, with a may be difficult to perform6,17).
In our series, frontal base venous channel in angiographic
mortality rate of 12.8% and a morbidity rate of 7.6%. Mortality
and morbidity were all due to frontal venous infarction. To finding is significant prognostic factor for postoperative brain
avoid this complication, 14 patients were successively treated swelling after olfactory groove meningioma surgery. Careful
by the subfrontal-pterional approach, which led to an excellent evaluation of preoperative angiographic finding can provide
outcome without post-operative mortality in all. In our series, critical informations at choosing surgical approach for olfactory
superior sagittal sinus were ligated and divided at the frontal groove meningiomas. In case of prominent frotal base venous
base and frontal cortical vein was coagulated partially to app- channel, unilateral subfrontal approach or pterional approach
roach to the tumor in all cases. In cases of abnormal frontal should be considered.
venous channel, 75% (6 patients in 8 patients whose angiography showed prominent frontal base venous channel) showed Temporary bone flap removal
There was no factor which can predict postoperative brain
postoperative brain swelling. Postoperative brain swelling was
manifestated during the first to the third day after surgery. This swelling except the abnormal frontal base venous channel. This
strongly implies frontal venous infarction was primary cause problem can be solved by choosing appropriate surgical appof postoperative brain swelling. Paterniti, et al.10) emphasized roach. In our series, temporary bone flap removal was done
the significance of venous saving in the surgery of olfactory at 3 patients. All 3 patients showed serious brain swelling ingroove meningioma. They criticized that bifrontal interhemis- traoperatively and 2 of them continued to show brain swelling
pheric transbasal approach, does not allow a view of posterior postoperatively. In such conditions, temporary bone flap repole, and, provides for an anatomical sacrifice of frontal brid- moval can be helpful tactic for relief from increased intracranial
ging veins, which resulted in venous infarction. So they pre- lpressure. The decision for temporary bone flap removal should
ferred the pterional approach and they recommended pterional be considered during the operation based on the condition of
approach on the basis of following advantages over interhemis- brain after tumor resection to prevent the catastrophic increased
pheric approach : (I) it provides early visualisation and easy intracranial pressure resulted from intractable brain swelling.
dissection of delicate neurovascular structures involved with
the back portion of the tumor; (II) the surgeon avoids prolong- Conclusion
ed brain retraction with the opening of the parasellar cisterns;
he most popular surgical approach to olfactory groove
and (III) the risk of venous damage is absent because this apmeningioma is bifrontal interhemispheric transbasal
proach doesn’t involve the sacrifice of the sagittal sinus and
approach, which can sometimes be accompanied with serious
the bridging veins.
However, pterional approach for olfactory groove menin- postoperative brain swelling. Thorough investigation of venous
giomas may also have several inherent disadvantages : (I) the system in agiographic findings can be helpful to predict such

T
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a complication. In case of olfactory groove meningioma whose
surrounding frontal base venous channel is prominent, unilateral approach to preserve frontal base venous channels is
recommended to prevent postoperative brain swelling. Temporary bone flap removal also can be helpful to the prevention
of increased intracranial pressure resulted from intractable
postoperative brain swelling.
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Commentary

W

ith current microsurgical techniques, the complication
rates associated with resection of olfactory groove meningiomas is very low. The most common surgical approaches
are variants of either the standard pterional or subfrontal exposures, although some authors have advocated an interhemispheric approach. The subfrontal approach may incorporate a
uni- or bifrontal craniotomy and orbital osteotomies. Orbital
osteotomy and subperiosteal orbital dissection make the anterior and posterior ethmoidal arteries coagulated and divided.
The tumor’s primary blood supply is from these arteries, and
preoperative embolization is not usually done. Angiography
is no longer necessary in most of these cases, and MR or CT
angiography could replace the conventional angiography. And
orbital osteotomy can make the frontal lobe retraction minimized.
Postoperative brain swelling after resection of olfactory groove meningiomas cannot be fully expected preoperatively. Draining veins are thought to be very important, even coagulation
of a very small draining vein from the frontal lobe pole can
make massive venous infarction of the frontal lobe.
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